| CLASS INFORMATION | Benedictine University Graduate Business Programs  
| MBA 520 B – Leadership and Ethics in Business  
| Fall 2016  
| Weekend Format  
| Classroom: Refer to MyBenU |
| MEETING INFORMATION | Friday, October 7th 6:30-9:30pm  
| Saturday & Sunday, October 8th-9th 9am-4pm  
| Friday, November 4th 6:30-9:30pm  
| Saturday & Sunday, November 5th-6th 9am-4pm |
| INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION | Ricky M. Holman, J.D.  
| Assistant Professor & Chair, Graduate Business Administration  
| Email: rholman@ben.edu  
| Phone: 630-829-1936  
| Office location: GN 360  
| Office Hours: Thursday 4 – 6 PM or by appointment |
| COURSE OBJECTIVES | As a result of this course, you will be able to:  
| • Create awareness and clear understanding of the emerging business environment including the impact of globalization.  
| • Examine complex issues experienced in today's business environment.  
| • Explore fundamental management and leadership principles.  
| • Analyze business ethical issues and examine methods of resolving moral dilemmas.  
| • Utilize critical strategic thinking necessary for effective case analysis.  
| • Demonstrate professional communication skills (written and presentation). |
| CLASS OVERVIEW & GRADING | This course is intended to give students an overview and perspective of the nature of management and leadership, case methodology, business and legal complexities, and business ethics in today’s society. Those who enter the area of business are expected to have the knowledge, skills and analytical tools to deal with such complexities throughout the global business world.  
| Grading: Will be based on case study, research, preparation, completion and presentation of assignments, and final project. |
| REQUIRED TEXT | Title: Level Three Leadership – 5th Edition  
| Author: Clawson  
| Publisher: Prentice Hall (Pearson)  
| ISBN: 97801325556415  
|  
| Title: Business Ethics Case Studies & Selected Readings – 8th Edition  
| Author: Jennings  
| Publisher: Cengage  
| ISBN: 9781285428710  
|  
| DO NOT PURCHASE THE INTERNATIONAL VERSION OF THE TEXTS AS THEY DO NOT HAVE THE ASSIGNED CASES IN THEM. |
| IMPORTANT REMINDERS | Students are expected to check the class Desire2Learn (D2L) site prior to the first night of class and on an on-going basis. Course syllabus will be discussed at the first session together with foundational material to assist in the preparation and understanding assignment. |
| PRE-CLASS ASSIGNMENT | Familiarize yourselves with both text books. |
| Brief Note from the Instructor | Relax |